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Abstract: Site-specific recombinases (SSRs) mediate efficient manipulation of DNA sequences in vitro and in vivo. In
particular, serine integrases have been identified as highly effective tools for facilitating DNA inversion, enabling the
design of genetic switches that are capable of turning the expression of a gene of interest on or off in the presence of
a SSR protein. The functional scope of such circuitry can be extended to biological Boolean logic operations by
incorporating two or more distinct integrase inputs. To date, mathematical modelling investigations have captured the
dynamical properties of integrase logic gate systems in a purely qualitative manner, and thus such models are of
limited utility as tools in the design of novel circuitry. Here, the authors develop a detailed mechanistic model of a two-
input temporal logic gate circuit that can detect and encode sequences of input events. Their model demonstrates
quantitative agreement with time-course data on the dynamics of the temporal logic gate, and is shown to
subsequently predict dynamical responses relating to a series of induction separation intervals. The model can also be
used to infer functional variations between distinct integrase inputs, and to examine the effect of reversing the roles of
each integrase on logic gate output.1 Introduction
1.1 Engineering cellular memory using
DNA recombination
Genetic switches form the basis of engineered cellular memory
[1, 2]. Transcriptional memory devices have demonstrated
effective performance across multiple cellular environments [3–5].
In particular, the characterisation of the genetic toggle switch in
Escherichia coli [6] triggered the advent of synthetic biology,
demonstrating that user-deﬁned functionality can be engineered in
biological systems. Such circuits are highly orthogonal with regard
to assembling multiplexed systems [7]; however, regulating gene
expression in this manner also has limitations. These systems are
volatile, relying on continuous consumption of cellular resources
such as repressors in order to maintain states [8]. Given that
genetic regulatory networks also vary signiﬁcantly between
distinct cellular environments, integration of such devices into a
variety of organisms presents additional difﬁculties. Furthermore,
the highly inducible and stable switching that cellular memory
devices demand can be compromised by spontaneous switching
events caused by the inherent stochasticity of gene regulation [9].
Consequently, research on the engineering of cellular memory
in synthetic biology has become increasingly centred around
site-speciﬁc recombinases (SSRs), which are capable of precise
DNA manipulation both in vitro and in vivo [10]. This process,
known as DNA recombination, facilitates inducible gene
expression that is programmed into the cellular DNA. DNA-based
systems are particularly promising for the engineering of cellular
memory devices since they exploit a natural data storage material
and have the added advantage of eliminating cell speciﬁcity
requirements.
SSRs are classiﬁed as belonging to two groups: the tyrosine
recombinases and the serine recombinases. The former have been
shown to provide effective genetic switch mechanisms [11–13],but their functionality is often dependent on cell-speciﬁc cofactors,
as in the case of l integrase [14]. This poses a similar problem to
that of transcriptional systems with respect to deploying modules
across multiple organisms. Tyrosine recombinase systems that
are not dependent on host cofactors are bidirectional, and are,
therefore, incapable of highly efﬁcient switching since there can be
no guarantee that an induced transition to a desired DNA state
would be effectively maintained without unwanted transitioning
back to the original state [15]. In contrast, serine recombinases
do not require such cofactors and have been used effectively to
perform highly efﬁcient unidirectional gene assembly and
modiﬁcation [16]. This has led to the construction of a rewritable
recombinase addressable data (RAD) module exhibiting passive
information storage within a chromosome [9]. The RAD module
‘on’ switch requires only the presence of integrase, whereas the
‘off’ switch requires integrase in conjunction with excisionase,
also referred to as a recombination directionality factor (RDF).
Recombination events are, therefore, referred to as integration and
excision according to the SSRs and attachment sites involved, and
such events can take on several guises depending on the initial
composition of the genetic sequence and the associated attachment
sites.
Two distinct DNA recombination mechanisms are known to
mediate three distinct recombination events, referred to as
inversion, insertion and deletion. The ﬁrst mechanism exploits the
inversion event (Fig. 1a). In this case, dimeric integrase binds to
antiparallel attB and attP sites located on the same DNA sequence,
causing double-stranded breaks in each. That is, integrase alone is
sufﬁcient to mediate a primary inversion event. Exposed ends in
the genetic sequence then bind the opposite ends of the
intermediate fragment, resulting in an inverted section of DNA
ﬂanked by newly formed composite attachment sites, termed attL
and attR. A successive inversion event occurs when RDF
molecules bind to the extant attL and attR DNA:integrase synaptic
complexes. This re-establishes attB and attP by dismantling the017, Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pp. 40–50
nder the Creative Commons
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of DNA recombination mechanisms
a Genetic material ﬂanked by attB and attP is inverted through integration to form attL
and attR. Excision restores attB and attP via a secondary inversion event
b Alternative orientations of attB and attP result in deletion of the intermediate genetic
sequence which is inserted in the presence of RDF
In each case, integration gives rise to attL and attR, each formed of half of attB and attP
Fig. 2 Schematic diagrams of one-input and two-input
serine-integrase-mediated synthetic circuitry
a One-input recombinase-based genetic switch
b Recombinase-based two-input logic gate
c Recombinase-based two-input temporal logic gate
Blue and orange triangles depict attachment sites corresponding to integrase A and
integrase B, respectively; grey lines depict DNA strands; arrows depict
serine-integrase-mediated inversion eventsattL and attR sites, allowing for the exposed ends of the intermediate
fragment to adopt their original orientation.
The second mechanism exploits the deletion and insertion events
between attachment sites on the same DNA sequence (Fig. 1b). In
this case, the attachment sites are identical to that of Fig. 1a with
the exception that the orientations of attB and attP are subtly
different, i.e. they are parallel as opposed to antiparallel. Binding
of dimeric integrase to attachment sites adopting this alternative
orientation causes the same double-stranded breaks, but the
exposed ends of the intermediate nucleotide sequence are now
bound together to form a small loop of DNA that is deleted from
the original sequence. The exposed ends of the original sequence
are also bound together to form a single attR site. RDF binding
re-inserts the deleted loop of DNA and reforms attB and attP.
Hence, this alternative orientation of attachment sites does not
facilitate the same inversion of the intermediate genetic fragment
depicted in Fig. 1a, but instead deletes the fragment entirely with
the potential of insertion via an appropriate RDF.
We investigate inversion- and deletion-based DNA recombination
systems, since the action of these mechanisms is localised to a
single DNA strand, hence offering greater simplicity compared
with the manipulation across disparate genetic sources associated
with insertion. The concentrations of integrase and excisionase
in the system dictate the efﬁciency of the switching between
distinct DNA states. We have previously developed a mechanistic
mathematical model that provides quantitative replication of the
dynamics of the RAD module in response to such experimentalEng. Biol., 2017, Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pp. 40–50
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efﬁciency is crucial to the deployment of the genetic switch
as a component of higher-level systems. The ‘reset’ functions
facilitated by excisionase-mediated inversions or insertions provide
useful transitioning back to original system states; however, the
speciﬁc concentrations of integrase and excisionase required to do
this are not easily determined [9]. Operational regimes that control
system output as a function of excisionase induction are able
to overcome this difﬁculty, but also require constant induction
of integrase expression which is undesirable in many applications
[17]. By analysing the criteria required to mediate both highly
efﬁcient integration and excision in silico, we have identiﬁed a set
of optimal system inputs. For example, our model exhibits higher
efﬁciency associated with integration compared with excision, and
also reveals the operative cycles required to realise the desired
digital response [18, 19].
1.2 Biological Boolean logic
Speciﬁc arrangements of attachment site pairs directly inﬂuence the
operational characteristics of the genetic switch and higher-order
circuitry that utilises multiplexed switches. The genetic switches
mediated by SSRs are the precursors to synthetic biological
logic gates. Both tyrosine and serine recombination mechanisms
are capable of eliciting Boolean logic gate functionality within
biological cells [17, 20–22]. By considering integrase as the
system input, the RAD module (genetic switch) is initially set in
its primary state, state 1, in the absence of integrase and then
generates the new state, state 2, on induction (Fig. 2a). This
provides inducible control over two distinct genetic outputs which
is particularly valuable in regulating gene expression. There is,
however, a maximum of two outputs that can be controlled in
this manner given that the system has one integrase input speciﬁc
to the relevant attachment sites on the DNA strand. Logic
gate functions are dependent on two distinct binary inputs that
are either ‘on’ (1) or ‘off’ (0) and, therefore, biological logic gates
usually require at least two integrase inputs (Fig. 2b). This requires
two pairs of speciﬁc attachment sites corresponding to two distinct
integrases; multiple identical pairs of attachment sites will be
bound by the same integrase and would present the same switch
mediated by a single integrase input. This also means that
combining logic gates to create more sophisticated circuitry can
only be achieved using orthogonal gates that employ distinct
recombinase inputs [23], and hence the functional speciﬁcations of
characterised recombinases will be crucial in the circuit design
process. A recent study has demonstrated that recombinase-based41Commons
Table 1a The standard logic gate provides the typical four outputs as
DNA states that could be engineered to deliver any logic function
A B O
0 0 state 1
1 0 state 2
0 1 state 3
1 1 state 4
Fig. 3 Schematic diagrams summarising biological logic outputs
a Standard logic gate transitions through four distinct states with the end state accessed
regardless of the timing of integrase inputs
b Temporal logic gate transitions through ﬁve states with certain states only accessible
via speciﬁc induction time schedules
Table 1b The temporal logic gate also provides four distinct outputs
since at least two of the states are identical; stars denote which integrase
input is induced first
A B O
0 0 state 1
1 0 state 2
0 1 state 3
1* 1 state 4
1 1* state 5switches that can store 1 bit of information such as the RAD module
are able to provide over 1 B of memory capacity when layered in the
appropriate manner. This is made possible by the extensive
characterisation of distinct integrases that do not exhibit the
crosstalk that may potentially cause the gate to fail, and are,
therefore, completely viable for use as system inputs [24].
The precise arrangement and orientation of distinct attachment sites
are vital to realising the desired logic output. By positioning the
attachment site pairs sequentially along the DNA strand in an
antiparallel manner, the initial sequence of nucleotide bases will
encode state 1 in the same way as a one-input switch. However,
more distinct DNA states can be obtained via induction of each
integrase input, integrase A and integrase B. Integrase A will
mediate the inversion of the genetic sequence between its
corresponding attB and attP sites and produce the encoded state 2;
integrase B will mediate the equivalent reaction to produce state 3.
Simultaneous induction of integrase A and integrase B results in the
inversion of both corresponding genetic sequences which encode
the ﬁnal output, state 4. The same four distinct DNA states are
achieved if the timing of the induction events is staggered, rather
than simultaneous, since state 1 and state 2 both reach state 4 in the
presence of the appropriate integrase. This dynamical behaviour
deﬁnes a truth table for the standard two-input biological logic gate
[Table 1(a)]. State transitioning is a unidirectional process unless
excisionase-mediated reset functions are incorporated; however, this
will invariably compromise the dynamical behaviour of the logic
gate or toggle switch in question [9, 19].
The most interesting distinction to be made between the biological
logic gate and the idealised Boolean logic gate that it seeks to
emulate is that the biological gate is able to encode up to four
distinct states as opposed to a maximum of two states. That is,
though the integrase inputs driving the biological gate occupy
binary states, the outputs are four distinct genetic sequences each
of which could potentially code for a different molecular product
if engineered in the appropriate manner. Indeed, designing
genetic sequences and attachment site pairs that produce desired
gene expression only when the conﬁguration reaches that of state 4
would encompass the AND gate function (i.e. state 1 = 0, state
2 = 0, state 3 = 0 and state 4 = 1). This might be particularly useful
in cases where extra stringency on the control of gene expression
is required. On the other hand, restricting the scope of biological
output to one of two binary states may be viewed as prosaic in
light of the potential variety of operations.
The biological logic gate has the capacity for even further
functional advantages when considering the temporal induction
of integrase inputs [25]. As previously described, sequential
positioning of two distinct attachment site pairs will provide a
maximum of four outputs due to staggered induction events giving
rise to the same end state, but alternative initial arrangements
are capable of providing additional information. For example,
overlapping attachment sites has the ability to deﬁne integration42 This is an openpathways culminating in two distinct end states, given the
appropriate initial orientation of the attachment sites (Fig. 2c).
Such circuit designs exploit the DNA inversion event by placing
attachment sites in the intermediate genetic sequence between
two corresponding attachment sites. This results in an inverted
genetic sequence giving rise to a new DNA state as well as an
inverted attachment site whose role in any subsequent integration
events is altered and may potentially partake in either inversion or
deletion.
Positioning the attachment site pairs in an overlapping
arrangement on the DNA strand with one antiparallel pair
(corresponding to integrase A) and one parallel pair
(corresponding to integrase B) presents a similar state 1 to that of
the standard logic gate design. However, in this case integrase A
will mediate the inversion of the genetic sequence between its
corresponding attB and attP sites and produce the encoded state 2
comprised of both pairs of attachment sites in an antiparallel
arrangement. Integrase B will, instead, mediate the deletion of the
genetic sequence between its corresponding attachment sites to
produce state 3, comprised of two disparate attachment sites.
Induction of integrase B following integrase A will then transition
state 2 to state 4 via a secondary inversion event due to the
new antiparallel orientation of the corresponding attachment sites.
Integrase A is unable to perform integration following induction
of integrase B since there is no longer an appropriate pair of
attachment sites to target and thus state 5 is identical to state
3. Hence, we have a temporal logic gate capable of delivering ﬁve
outputs in response to two inputs [Table 1(b)]; however, this
functionality is restricted to at least two of the ﬁve outputs being
identical which, biologically, present the potential for inducible
control over four molecular products, as is the case for the
standard logic gate. Thus, though the number of distinct outputs
has not increased, the temporal logic gate is able to infer both the
order of induction events and the time between each event since
staggered induction does not produce identical end states (Fig. 3).
A temporal logic gate, therefore, has unique functional properties
that make it highly suitable for synthetic biosensor applications.
An important factor to consider with respect to temporal logic gates
is the time interval between induction events, since simultaneous
induction of input integrases will likely result in a split end state
whereby both state 4 and state 5 are accessed. Ideally, the
appropriate induction will facilitate maximal transitioning to the
desired DNA state, though the conditions required to achieve this
are not obvious. Mathematical models can examine large arrays of
performance criteria in order to determine optimal inputs and
provide operational proﬁles that can inform the selection of the most
suitable circuit designs based on the desired outputs.2 Constructing a mechanistic model of the
temporal logic gate
The model of [25] describes the transitioning of the temporal logic
gate from the original DNA state (S0) to each of the three endEng. Biol., 2017, Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pp. 40–50
access article published by the IET under the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/)
Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of the mechanistic two-input logic gate reaction network
Sequence of DNA:protein interactions facilitating integration, taken from [18], enables the system to transition from the original DNA state (state 1) to the three genetically differentiated
DNA states (state 2, state 3 and state 4). Expression and degradation of integrases A and B are denoted by gbas, ind and d, respectively. Intermediate DNA:protein complexes with red and
green DNA strands are associated with state 2 and state 4, respectively; the summation of ODEs corresponding to these complexes gives rise to (1) and (2), respectively. Up to four
integrase monomers are able to bind to free DNA, depicted by dashed outlines in the legend. Single and double grey arrows depict irreversible and reversible reactions respectively.
Figure adapted from [25]states (Sa, Sb and Sab) via three corresponding rate constants
describing inversion mediated by TP901-1 (integrase A), and
both deletion and inversion mediated by Bxb1 (integrase B).
We replace these all-encompassing parameters with a mechanistic
integration reaction structure, in which inversion and deletion
events are initiated by the binding of one integrase dimer at
each of the associated attachment sites (four integrase monomers
in total) and are strictly unidirectional [26, 27] (Fig. 4). We
account for dimerisation of both monomeric SSRs, allowing for
both monomeric and dimeric integrase binding to DNA attachment
sites. This process is widely supported in the experimental
literature on DNA recombination [28–31]. Thus, four distinct
intermediate DNA:protein complexes can potentially be formed in
facilitating recombination via this combination of monomeric and
dimeric integrase binding. These complexes are represented by the
small colour-coded DNA strands in Fig. 4. We also include the
formation of a dysfunctional dimer by both integrases, which is
subject to the same degradation as its functional counterpart; this
was shown to signiﬁcantly improve the ﬁt of model simulations to
experimental data in our previous study [18, 19]. Deletion gives
rise to two distinct genetic products, the remaining linear sequence
of the target DNA and the excised circular DNA loop, and hence
we account for two disparate Sb states, Sbl (linear) and Sbc
(circular). We refer to the DNA states S0, Sa, Sbl and Sab as state 1,
state 2, state 3 and state 4, respectively, noting that this system is
void of a ﬁfth DNA state due to the ‘dead end’ state, state 3,
which is unable to transition to any subsequent state. We do not
account for Sbc as a system state since it is separate from the
original DNA sequence that is intended to be manipulated.
Model validation against experimental data for an in vivo
recombinase-based system presents a number of factors that
require careful consideration. Cellular recombination in vivoEng. Biol., 2017, Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pp. 40–50
This is an open access article published by the IET under the Creative
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/)is dependent on the expression and degradation of recombinase
proteins over time, thus contributing two additional parameters
(g, d) to the model. In the absence of induction, in vivo system
exhibits background expression of SSRs, commonly resulting
in basal system output. Thus, we include model parameters
describing both basal (gbas) and induced (gind) expressions of the
two integrases, allowing for non-zero model output when
simulating experiments void of integrase induction.
Our mechanistic model is constructed through the application
of mass action kinetics to the biochemical equations (Table 2, the
Appendix) arising from the reaction network in Fig. 4. This
produces a system of 35 ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
that are solved numerically to provide a deterministic model
output (Table 3, the Appendix).
The formation of intermediate DNA:protein complexes, due to
monomeric and dimeric integrase binding, in our mechanistic
model gives rise to multiple state variables associated with the two
DNA states of interest, state 2 (Sa) and state 4 (Sab). Summing all
the ODEs describing the dynamics of state variables associated
with the same DNA state of interest provides the total register
of the system in those states (SaT and SabT). Hence, model outputs
are determined through the numerical solutions to the following
ODEs:
dSaT
dt
= kRAS0I4A − kRBSaI4B (1)
dSabT
dt
= kRBSaI4B (2)
where kRA and kRB are the parameters describing inversion and/or
deletion mediated by integrases A and B, respectively, S0I4A43Commons
represents four integrase A monomers bound to DNA in state 1 and
SaI4B represents four integrase B monomers bound to DNA in state
2. The model also consists of 32 parameters that are optimised
through comparisons of the solutions to (1) and (2) with our
experimental data.Fig. 5 Data ﬁtting and model prediction results
a Optimised responses of our mechanistic model against three state 2 time-course
datasets
b Optimised responses of our mechanistic model against three state 4 time-course
datasets
c Model predictions of the transitioning to state 4 in response to different induction
separation intervals (A only, A and B ﬁts included from b)
Circles depict experimental data; solid lines depict optimal model outputs (A only and
dT = 0) and model predictions (dT = 1, . . . , 5). Data generated as part of the research
presented in [25]3 Results and discussion
3.1 Model validation via global optimisation
Global optimisation techniques are designed to locate optimal
parameter sets globally within often very large parameter spaces,
avoiding local minima. One such method, the genetic algorithm
(GA), is a particularly powerful global optimisation tool and
is exploited regularly in biological model parameter inference
[32, 33]. The GA converges to the global minimum within the
allocated parameter space by evolving an initial population of
randomly generated solutions over a large number of generations
(see Section 5).
Induction of integrase B prior to integrase A causes transition to
the unwanted deleted DNA state, state 3, and, therefore, we
optimise our model against experimental data regarding induction
of integrase A prior to integrase B only (see Section 5 for our
experimental procedure). Our data was generated as part of the
research presented in [25], but was not presented in that
publication. It is comprised of both red ﬂuorescent protein (RFP)
and green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP) levels (state 2 and state 4,
respectively) under eight distinct experimental conditions. First,
ﬂuorescence is recorded for no induction of either integrase and,
second, ﬂuorescence is recorded for induction of integrase A only.
A further six experimental procedures record ﬂuorescence for
induction of integrase B at increasing time intervals, dT , such that
dT = 0, . . . , 5 h following induction of integrase A. We assume
that RFP and GFP provide a direct readout of the DNA state of
the system that equates to the concentration levels required to
parameterise our model. Since the observed ﬂuorescence has no
physical dimension, the raw data for state 2 and state 4 are
converted to percentages of the maximum ﬂuorescence expression
level recorded across all experiments to enable mathematical
comparisons. This establishes the percentage ﬂuorescence output
data required to infer the parameters in our model. Given that
we are using a deterministic model to simulate recombination
efﬁciencies within a single cell, we overcome uncertainty
regarding physical quantities of DNA by allocating an initial DNA
concentration (state 1) of 1, hence all model outputs are bounded
within a solution space of [0, 1]. Once a numerical output has
been computed, it is divided by the maximum numerical output
across all simulations and multiplied by 100 in order to establish
the same percentage of maximum expression captured by
our converted data. Hence, model outputs are subject to the
same conversion applied to the experimental data, establishing
percentage changes in observed ﬂuorescence output for varying
time intervals between the induction of integrases A and B.
The optimised mechanistic model is able to capture the observed
system dynamics for both state 2 (Fig. 5a) and state 4 (Fig. 5b). The
model is initially simulated with the parameter describing basal
expression of integrases A and B (gbas) simultaneously in order to
generate non-zero no-inducer model outputs. Following basal
simulations, the model is simulated with the parameter describing
induced expression of integrases A and B (gind), but for integrase
A only. Finally, the model is simulated with this induced
expression parameter for integrases A and B simultaneously. The
expression of ﬂuorescent protein is greatest in state 2 for the
induction of integrase A only. This is expected since the system is
able to transition from state 1 to state 2 without integrase B
induction causing signiﬁcant competing transition to state 3. The
system is able to maintain the transition to this state over time
since further transitioning to state 4 is also minimal in the absence
of integrase induction; transitioning to state 3 and state 4 is only
possible in this case due to basal expression of integrase B. The
optimised model simulation corresponding to this case presents the44 This is an opengreatest error observed across all six datasets, speciﬁcally with
respect to the initial evolution of the response. The sigmoidal
expression proﬁle captured by this dataset is very difﬁcult to
emulate given our description of protein expression via constant
parameters, and may instead require time-dependent protein
expression to improve this ﬁt. In contrast, the simultaneous
induction of both integrases results in decreased ﬂuorescence
output in state 2. There is a small increase initially due to the state
2:state 3 split; however, state 2 cannot be maintained since
integrase B induction is able to transition this transient state to
state 4. Fluorescence is relatively low in state 4 for the induction
of integrase A only. This is expected since transition from state 1
to state 4, in the absence of integrase B induction, is only possible
due to the basal expression of integrase B. Fluorescence increases
for the simultaneous induction of both integrases, but it does not
reach a similarly high level to that of state 2 for the induction of
integrase A only. This is due to the fact that the transition to state
3 and state 4 occurs simultaneously and hence neither state can be
maintained at maximal levels. Increased ﬂuorescence in state 4
is thus dependent on the delay between the inductions of the
two integrases.
The optimal parameter set identiﬁed by the GA implies that
integrase A operates on a slower time scale to that of integraseEng. Biol., 2017, Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pp. 40–50
access article published by the IET under the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/)
B. Although the parameters describing integrase A-mediated DNA
binding interactions (k+4, ...,+16) and those describing integrase
B-mediated DNA binding interactions (k+20, ...,+25) all take
optimal values in the interval [10−2, 101], the parameter
describing the rate of recombination mediated by integrase B, kRB,
is ∼77% greater than that of integrase A, kRA (Table 4, the
Appendix). These are the two key parameters in generating the
numerical solutions to (1) and (2) that comprise our model
simulations and hence it appears that the rate of inversion/deletion
mediated by integrase B is greater than that of integrase A in
producing the dynamical behaviour captured by our experimental
data. This implies that the action of integrase B is naturally faster
than that of integrase A and may, therefore, be more useful as a
component in the design of synthetic biological circuitry. Note that
we have assumed the parameters describing protein binding
interactions (k+1, kintX) are identical for each of the two integrases,
just as the protein expression and degradation parameters. This
minimises the overall number of model parameters, increasing
the transferability of the model, and facilitates the inference of
functional distinctions between the two integrase inputs as
described above. Further examination of potential protein binding
distinctions is possible for future studies at the cost of increasing
the number of model parameters. The optimal parameter set is
used to generate all plots in Fig. 5, as well as all subsequent plots.
After training our model using the datasets in Figs. 5a and b,
we used our optimised mechanistic model to predict a set of
experimental data that was excluded from the training set.
Optimised model predictions align with experimental data for
increasing integrase induction delays (dT = 1, . . . , 5) (Fig. 5c).
As the delay between the inductions of integrases A and B
increases, the time afforded to the maintenance of state 2 also
increases. There is, therefore, a greater concentration of state 2
than state 1 when integrase B is eventually induced, and hence
transition to state 4 is increased by virtue of integrase B-mediated
inversion. Consequently, the transition to state 3 is decreased due
to the decrease in concentration of state 1. Additionally, we
validated our model by predicting endpoint GFP concentrations
relating to both A then B temporal response data and an entirely
separate dataset regarding B then A temporal responses. The
endpoint response of the system as a function of the integrase
induction separation interval dT is shown in Fig. 6. Optimal
endpoint percentage model outputs as a function of dT align
closely with that of the experimental data, providing further
evidence of the model’s predictive capability. Fig. 6 also supports
the notion that the efﬁciency of recombination induction
via integrase B must be superior to that of integrase A since
identical efﬁciencies would be expected to result in a 50:50
split for dT = 0. This inequality in integrase-mediated inversion
was previously observed in [25], but no mechanistic comparisons
had been performed at that time. Consequently, it remains to
experimentally examine functional differences between distinct
integrases as these properties may allow for speciﬁc logic
operations dependent on the pair of integrases selected, theFig. 6 Endpoint GFP concentration results
A then B GFP percentage concentration endpoint predictions from Fig. 5c plotted as a
function of dT (dT = 0, . . . , 5; light blue plot line). Equivalent predictions of B then A
temporal responses are depicted by the dark blue plot line. Model simulations generated
using our optimal parameter set. Data generated as part of the research presented in [25]
Eng. Biol., 2017, Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pp. 40–50
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roles each integrase input is assigned in the circuit.3.2 Reversing the roles of integrase inputs
By allowing integrase B to occupy the role of integrase A and vice
versa, we are able to investigate the effect of input reversal on the
output of the temporal logic gate in silico using our optimised
mechanistic model. This involves swapping the optimal parameter
values corresponding to reactions mediated by integrase A with
the equivalent optimal parameter values corresponding to
reactions mediated by integrase B. That is, our previous ‘A then
B’ inputs are reversed in order to examine ‘B then A’ simulations.
We simulate the same dynamical responses captured by our
experimental data (Fig. 7).
The effect of reversing integrase inputs on state 2, for the
induction of integrase B only, results in an increased response time
that results in faster transitioning to maximal RFP concentration
(Fig. 7a). Induction of both integrases (dT = 0) results in a
dynamical response that exhibits a signiﬁcant increase in transient
RFP concentration compared with the original inputs. The
expected sequestration of RFP concentration can be observed;
however, it is unable to reach zero on the same timescale as the
original input data. These simulations demonstrate the increasedFig. 7 Model simulations of reversed integrase inputs
a Optimised model simulations of state 2 RFP concentration using reversed integrase
inputs (No inducer, B only, B and A (dT = 0))
b Optimised model simulations of state 4 GFP concentration using reversed integrase
inputs (No inducer, B only, B and A (dT = 0))
c B then A GFP percentage concentration endpoint simulations plotted as a function of
dT (dT = 0, . . . , 5) light blue plot line). Equivalent predictions of A then B temporal
responses are shown by the dark blue plot line
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Fig. 8 State transition speeds associated with input assignment
a Original circuit exhibits a faster transition to state 4 following slower accumulation of
state 2
b Reversed circuit exhibits a slower transition to state 4 following faster accumulation of
state 2speed of the reactions mediated by integrase B since this transient
state is expressed to a greater level before sequestration via the
slower action of integrase A. Input reversal also has a signiﬁcant
impact on the expression of state 4 (Fig. 7b). Although the
induction of integrase B only causes increased transition to state 2,
the relatively slower action of integrase A results in negligible
GFP concentration. However, simultaneous induction of both
integrases (dT = 0) causes a signiﬁcant increase in concentration
on the same timescale as the original inputs, thus demonstrating
that the action of the slowest integrase in the input pair is rate
limiting in the overall dynamical response of the temporal logic
gate. This increase in concentration is likely due to the increased
concentration of state 2 caused by integrase B which can be
transitioned to state 4 via integrase A.
Induction separation intervals provide further evidence of the
increased concentration achieved by reversing the integrase inputs
(Fig. 7c). Here, the endpoint responses as a function of dT
conﬁrm that the expected 50% endpoint concentration for dT = 0
is shifted signiﬁcantly toward the concentration of state 4 and the
expression of GFP (∼80%). This highlights the potential beneﬁt of
employing the more efﬁcient integrase in the original role of
integrase A, given the decreased transitioning to the unwanted
state 3 that this provides. The endpoint concentrations plotted
in Fig. 7c are taken from outputs simulated over an increased
timescale in order to obtain steady-state levels that are not reached
on the original timescale. As such, the increased efﬁciency of the
circuit to transition to state 4 requires more time, and hence it is
likely that a suitable trade-off between response time and
efﬁciency will be required for optimal performance. The speeds at
which the system is able to transition to each distinct DNA state
for both input assignments are summarised in Fig. 8.3.3 Higher-order logic circuits
The natural progression of this work is to consider the functional
scope of more sophisticated logic gates and higher-level
computing devices such as adders, subtracters and decoders.
These devices implement multiple switches and logic gates
and, therefore, present ideal platforms for extending our modelling
investigations. One potential device is a 2–4 decoder, a
foundational circuit topology that can form the basis of many
other circuits. A 2–4 decoder takes two speciﬁc inputs and returns
one of four distinct outputs. We have demonstrated how this can
be achieved by the temporal logic gate; however, it can also be
realised through standard logic functions with increased numbers
of attachment site pairs. Two possible architectures have been
proposed for the decoder circuit design, one based on tyrosine
recombination and one based on serine recombination. Both
employ three pairs of speciﬁc attachment sites, but they employ
just two distinct SSR inputs; one recombinase speciﬁc to two of46 This is an openthe three pairs of sites and one recombinase speciﬁc to the
remaining pair of sites. The tyrosine decoder is purely excision
based and is referred to as a Boolean logic and arithmetic through
DNA excision platform (BLADE) [34]. The serine decoder is
purely inversion based and exploits the recombinase binding
interactions that have formed the focus of the research presented in
our previous study. Constructing two models of the same system
that are distinguished by their recombinase mediation mechanisms
will allow us to examine the comparative advantages and
disadvantages concerning the choice of these systems to suit
various applications.4 Conclusions
We have developed the ﬁrst mechanistic mathematical model
of a synthetic two-input temporal logic gate using previously
validated models of in vitro DNA recombination reactions. Our
model was validated against a series of time-course datasets,
demonstrating quantitative replication of in vivo datasets relating
to the induction of none, one or both integrases, and accurate
prediction of the response of the logic gate to inputs separated
by ﬁve different induction separation intervals. Both our modelling
investigation and our experimental data provide evidence
of functional distinctions between the two integrase inputs,
suggesting that integrase B, Bxb1, operates more efﬁciently than
integrase A, TP901-1 (∼1.8-fold faster). Experimental data for
other distinct serine integrases would allow us to develop a lookup
table of logic functions dependent on the choice and assignment of
inputs. The effect of reversing the roles of the two integrases was
subsequently shown to elicit a more rapid response time as well
as signiﬁcantly greater GFP expression in state 4. Mechanistic
models, therefore, have the potential to reveal functional nuances
that might exist between other characterised integrases and hence
inform further experimental veriﬁcation. These results could,
therefore, also have important implications in the design of
higher-order logic circuitry when considering the ideal pairs of
integrase inputs to select in order to realise the desired system
output. Future work will extend our modelling investigations to
higher-order logic circuits, namely 2–4 decoders in mammalian
cells for potential therapeutic applications.5 Materials and methods
5.1 Experimental procedure
The experimental system for the temporal logic gate with Bxb1 and
TP901-1 integrases was implemented in DH5a-Z1 E. coli. The Bxb1
and TP901-1 integrases are on a high copy plasmid (available from
the Addgene plasmid repository, ID 82351). The temporal logic gate
with integrase binding targets was chromosomally integrated into
the Phi80 site of the E. coli genome using conditional-replication,
integration, and modular (CRIM) integration [35]. A plasmid
version of the same logic gate is also available from Addgene (ID
82352).
M9CA media was prepared with 1 ×M9 salts (Teknova, M1906)
augmented with 100 mM NH4CL, 2 mM MGSO4, 0.01% casamino
acids, 0.15 μg/ml biotin and 1.5 μM thiamine. About 0.2% glycerol
was used as the sole carbon source and the entire solution
was sterile-ﬁltered (0.2 μm). During the experiment, all media
contained the antibiotics chloramphenicol (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.
(C0378); 50 μg/ml) and kanamycin (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. (K1876);
30 μg/ml). L-arabinose, the inducer for TP901-1, was used at
a concentration of 0.01% by volume, and anhydrous tetracycline
(aTc), the inducer for Bxb1, was used a concentration of
200 ng/ml (450 nM). All experiments were performed with the aid
of timed liquid handling by a Hamilton STARlet Liquid Handling
Robot (Hamilton Company).
At the beginning of the experiment, the cells were diluted to
optical density (OD) 0.06-0.1 into a 96-well matriplate (Brooks
Automation, Inc., MGB096-1-2-LG-L) with 500 μl total volume inEng. Biol., 2017, Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pp. 40–50
access article published by the IET under the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/)
M9CA. Cultures were incubated at 37°C in a BioTek Synergy H1F
plate reader with linear shaking (1096 cycles/minute) (BioTek
Instruments, Inc.), and inducers were added at various dT time
points by the Hamilton robot. OD and ﬂuorescence measurements
(superfolder-GFP ex488/em520, mKate2-RFP ex580/em610) were
taken every 10 min. Each experimental condition was performed
on the plate in triplicate.
5.2 Global optimisation
We employ a parallelised GA function in MATLAB on
a high-performance computing cluster to perform global
optimisation of the mechanistic model against our large
experimental dataset. This enables us to run the GA with a large
population size and over a larger number of generations within
manageable time frames, and hence increases the likelihood of
identifying the global optimum solution. We select a parameter
space of [10−6, 103] for all model parameters subject to inference.
This is sufﬁciently large in light of the lack of documented
reactions rate constants available in the literature, whilst
minimising the potential for excessively stiff model simulations
that may cause the GA to fail. We run the GA over 1000
generations to maximise the likelihood of convergence, and
hence identiﬁcation of the global optimum solution within the
parameter space. The error function is comprised of six
components, each corresponding to the six datasets that we
optimise the model against. Since each dataset captures percentage
concentrations of varying magnitudes, an error function that
computes mean absolute error consequently takes individual
contributions of varying magnitudes which may skew the
optimisation across all six datasets. Our error function instead
computes normalised absolute error with respect to the range of
each dataset
E = 1
rNI2
∑21
i=1
|xNI2i − dNI2i | +
1
rNI4
∑21
i=1
|xNI4i − dNI4i | + . . .
1
rA2
∑21
i=1
|xA2i − dA2i| +
1
rA4
∑21
i=1
|xA4i − dA4i| + . . .
1
rAB2
∑21
i=1
|xAB2i − dAB2i | +
1
rAB4
∑21
i=1
|xAB4i − dAB4i |
(3)
where E is the error and xi, di are the model outputs and data
values at each of the 21 corresponding time points, ti, respectively.
The superscripts NI, A and AB denote simulations and data
corresponding to no inducer, induction of A only and inductions
of A and B simultaneously, respectively. The subscripts 2 and 4
denote simulations and data corresponding to the DNA states
of interest, state 2 (Sa) and state 4 (Sab), respectively. The range
of data values, r, is calculated for each dataset such that
r = d21 − d1, and is used to normalise each component of the
error function.6 Acknowledgments
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Table 2 Biochemical reaction equations comprising the temporal logic gate, as depicted in Fig. 4
IA ⇋
d
gbas, ind
∅ IB ⇋
d
gbas, ind
∅
IA + IA ⇋
k1
k−1
I2A IB + IB ⇋
k1
k−1
I2B
I2A−d ∅ I2B−d ∅
IA + IA −
kintX I2AX IB + IB −
kintX I2BX
I2AX−d ∅ I2BX−d ∅
S0 + I2A ⇋
k4
k−4
S0I2A S0 + I2B ⇋
k20
k−20
S0I2B
S0I2A + I2A ⇋
k5
k−5
S0I4A S0I2B + I2B ⇋
k21
k−21
S0I4B
S0 + IA ⇋
k13
k−13
S0IA S0 + IB ⇋
k22
k−22
S0IB
S0IA + IA ⇋
k14
k−14
S0I2A S0IB + IB ⇋
k23
k−23
S0I2B
S0I2A + IA ⇋
k15
k−15
S0I3A S0I2B + IB ⇋
k24
k−24
S0I3B
S0I3A + IA ⇋
k16
k−16
S0I4A S0I3B + IB ⇋
k25
k−25
S0I4B
S0I4A 
kRA SaI4A S0I4B 
kRB SblI2B + SbcI2B
Sa + I2A ⇋
k4
k−4
SaI2A Sbl + I2B ⇋
k20
k−20
SblI2B
SaI2A + I2A ⇋
k5
k−5
SaI4A Sbl + IB ⇋
k22
k−22
SblIB
Sa + IA ⇋
k13
k−13
SaIA SblIB + IB ⇋
k23
k−23
SblI2B
SaIA + IA ⇋
k14
k−14
SaI2A Sbc + I2B ⇋
k20
k−20
SbcI2B
SaI2A + IA ⇋
k15
k−15
SaI3A Sbc + IB ⇋
k22
k−22
SbcIB
SaI3A + IA ⇋
k16
k−16
SaI4A SbcIB + IB ⇋
k23
k−23
SbcI2B
Sa + I2B ⇋
k20
k−20
SaI2B
SaI2B + I2B ⇋
k21
k−21
SaI4B
Sa + IB ⇋
k22
k−22
SaIB
SaIB + IB ⇋
k23
k−23
SaI2B
SaI2B + IB ⇋
k24
k−24
SaI3B
SaI3B + IB ⇋
k25
k−25
SaI4B
SaI4B 
kRB SabI4B
Sab + I2B ⇋
k20
k−20
SabI2B
SabI2B + I2B ⇋
k21
k−21
SabI4B
Sab + IB ⇋
k22
k−22
SabIB
SabIB + IB ⇋
k23
k−23
SabI2B
SabI2B + IB ⇋
k24
k−24
SabI3B
SabI3B + IB ⇋
k25
k−25
SabI4B
Reaction rates are described by the corresponding numbered k, which are retained from [18, 19] where necessary. S denotes DNA with subscripts
corresponding to the four distinct states (0, a, bl and ab); I denotes integrase with subscripts corresponding to the number of monomers (1, 2, 3 and 4),
TP901-1 or Bxb1 (A or B) and/or dysfunctionality (X).
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Table 3 System of 35 model ODEs derived from the biochemical reaction equations through the application of mass action kinetics
d[IA]
dt
= gbas,ind − d[IA]+ 2k−1[I2A]− 2k1[IA]2 − kintX[IA]2 + k−13[S0IA]− k13[S0][IA]+ k−13[SaIA]− k13[Sa][IA]+ k−14[S0I2A]− k14[S0IA][IA]+ k−14[SaI2A]
−k14[SaIA][IA]+ k−15[S0I3A]− k15[S0I2A][IA]+ k−15[SaI3A]− k15[SaI2A][IA]+ k−16[S0I4A]− k16[S0I3A][IA]+ k−16[SaI4A]− k16[SaI3A][IA]
d[I2A]
dt
= k1[IA]2 − k−1[I2A]− d[I2A]+ k−4[S0I2A]− k4[S0][I2A]+ k−4[SaI2A]− k4[Sa][I2A]+ k−5[S0I4A]− k5[S0I2A][I2A]+ k−5[SaI4A]− k5[SaI2A][I2A]
d[I2AX]
dt
= kintX[IA]2 − d[I2AX]
d[IB]
dt
= gbas,ind − d[IB]+ 2k−1[I2B]− 2k1[IB]2 − kintX[IB]2 + k−22[S0IB]− k22[S0][IB]+ k−22[SaIB]− k22[Sa][IB]+ k−23[S0I2B]− k23[S0IB][IB]+ k−23[SaI2B]
− k23[SaIB][IB]+ k−24[S0I3B]− k24[S0I2B][IB]+ k−24[SaI3B]− k24[SaI2B][IB]+ k−25[S0I4B]− k25[S0I3B][IB]+ k−25[SaI4B]− k25[SaI3B][IB]
+ k−22[SblIB]− k22[Sbl][IB]+ k−22[SabIB]− k22[Sab][IB]+ k−23[SblI2B]− k23[SblIB][IB]+ k−23[SabI2B]− k23[SabIB][IB]+ k−22[SbcIB]− k22[Sbc][IB]
+ k−24[SabI3B]− k24[SabI2B][IB]+ k−23[SbcI2B]− k23[SbcIB][IB]+ k−25[SabI4B]− k25[SabI3B][IB]
d[I2B]
dt
= k1[IB]2 − k−1[I2B]− d[I2B]+ k−20[S0I2B]− k20[S0][I2B]+ k−20[SaI2B]− k20[Sa][I2B]+ k−21[S0I4B]− k21[S0I2B][I2B]+ k−21[SaI4B]− k21[SaI2B][I2B]
+ k−20[SblI2B]− k20[Sbl][I2B]+ k−20[SabI2B]− k20[Sab][I2B]+ k−20[SbcI2B]− k20[Sbc][I2B]+ k−21[SabI4B]− k21[SabI2B][I2B]
d[I2BX]
dt
= kintX[IB]2 − d[I2BX]
d[S0]
dt
= k−4[S0I2A]− k4[S0][I2A]+ k−13[S0IA]− k13[S0][IA]+ k−20[S0I2B]− k20[S0][I2B]+ k−22[S0IB]− k22[S0][IB]
d[S0IA]
dt
= k13[S0][IA]− k−13[S0IA]− k14[S0IA][IA]+ k−14[S0I2A]
d[S0I2A]
dt
= k4[S0][I2A]− k−4[S0I2A]+ k−5[S0I4A]− k5[S0I2A][I2A]+ k14[S0IA][IA]− k−14[S0I2A]+ k−15[S0I3A]− k15[S0I2A][IA]
d[S0I3A]
dt
= k15[S0I2A][IA]− k−15[S0I3A]− k16[S0I3A][IA]+ k−16[S0I4A]
d[S0I4A]
dt
= k5[S0I2A][I2A]− k−5[S0I4A]+ k16[S0I3A][IA]− k−16[S0I4A]− kRA[S0I4A]
d[Sa]
dt
= k−4[SaI2A]− k4[Sa][I2A]+ k−13[SaIA]− k13[Sa][IA]+ k−20[SaI2B]− k20[Sa][I2B]+ k−22[SaIB]− k22[Sa][IB]
d[SaIA]
dt
= k13[Sa][IA]− k−13[SaIA]− k14[SaIA][IA]+ k−14[SaI2A]
d[SaI2A]
dt
= k4[Sa][I2A]− k−4[SaI2A]+ k−5[SaI4A]− k5[SaI2A][I2A]+ k14[SaIA][IA]− k−14[SaI2A]+ k−15[SaI3A]− k15[SaI2A][IA]
d[SaI3A]
dt
= k15[SaI2A][IA]− k−15[SaI3A]− k16[SaI3A][IA]+ k−16[SaI4A]
d[SaI4A]
dt
= k5[SaI2A][I2A]− k−5[SaI4A]+ k16[SaI3A][IA]− k−16[SaI4A]+ kRA[S0I4A]
d[S0IB]
dt
= k22[S0][IB]− k−22[S0IB]− k23[S0IB][IB]+ k−23[S0I2B]
d[S0I2B]
dt
= k20[S0][I2B]− k−20[S0I2B]+ k−21[S0I4B]− k21[S0I2B][I2B]+ k23[S0IB][IB]− k−23[S0I2B]+ k−24[S0I3B]− k24[S0I2B][IB]
d[S0I3B]
dt
= k24[S0I2B][IB]− k−24[S0I3B]− k25[S0I3B][IB]+ k−25[S0I4B]
d[S0I4B]
dt
= k21[S0I2B][I2B]− k−21[S0I4B]+ k25[S0I3B][IB]− k−25[S0I4B]− kRB[S0I4B]
d[Sbl]
dt
= k−20[SblI2B]− k20[Sbl][I2B]+ k−22[SblIB]− k22[Sbl][IB]
d[SblIB]
dt
= k22[Sbl][IB]− k−22[SblIB]− k23[SblIB][IB]+ k−23[SblI2B]
d[SblI2B]
dt
= k20[Sbl][I2B]− k−20[SblI2B]+ k23[SblIB][IB]− k−23[SblI2B]+ kRB[S0I4B]
d[Sbc]
dt
= k−20[SbcI2B]− k20[Sbc][I2B]+ k−22[SbcIB]− k22[Sbc][IB]
d[SbcIB]
dt
= k22[Sbc][IB]− k−22[SbcIB]− k23[SbcIB][IB]+ k−23[SbcI2B]
d[SbcI2B]
dt
= k20[Sbc][I2B]− k−20[SbcI2B]+ k23[SbcIB][IB]− k−23[SbcI2B]+ kRB[S0I4B]
d[SaIB]
dt
= k22[Sa][IB]− k−22[SaIB]− k23[SaIB][IB]+ k−23[SaI2B]
d[SaI2B]
dt
= k20[Sa][I2B]− k−20[SaI2B]+ k−21[SaI4B]− k21[SaI2B][I2B]+ k23[SaIB][IB]− k−23[SaI2B]+ k−24[SaI3B]− k24[SaI2B][IB]
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d[SaI3B]
dt
= k24[SaI2B][IB]− k−24[SaI3B]− k25[SaI3B][IB]+ k−25[SaI4B]
d[SaI4B]
dt
= k21[SaI2B][I2B]− k−21[SaI4B]+ k25[SaI3B][IB]− k−25[SaI4B]− kRB[SaI4B]
d[Sab]
dt
= k−20[SabI2B]− k20[Sab][I2B]+ k−22[SabIB]− k22[Sab][IB]
d[SabIB]
dt
= k22[Sab][IB]− k−22[SabIB]− k23[SabIB][IB]+ k−23[SabI2B]
d[SabI2B]
dt
= k20[Sab][I2B]− k−20[SabI2B]+ k−21[SabI4B]− k21[SabI2B][I2B]+ k23[SabIB][IB]− k−23[SabI2B]+ k−24[SabI3B]− k24[SabI2B][IB]
d[SabI3B]
dt
= k24[SabI2B][IB]− k−24[SabI3B]− k25[SabI3B][IB]+ k−25[SabI4B]
d[SabI4B]
dt
= k21[SabI2B][I2B]− k−21[SabI4B]+ k25[SabI3B][IB]− k−25[SabI4B]+ kRB[SaI4B]
Model is dimensional, with square brackets denoting concentration.
Table 4 Optimal model parameter values inferred by the GA through
global optimisation
Parameter Value, M–1s–1 Parameter Value, s–1 Parameter Value, Ms–1
k1 0.1178 k−1 0.2507 gbas 0.0311
k4 0.6046 k−4 0.9999 gind 0.0988
k5 1.1962 k−5 1.2614
k13 1.5835 k−13 0.6076
k14 0.2511 k−14 0.0201
k15 0.1693 k−15 1.0903
k16 0.2192 k−16 0.9371
kintX 1.4968 kRA 0.4239
k20 0.7169 k−20 0.2434
k21 0.1541 k−21 0.8693
k22 2.6537 k−22 0.3342
k23 0.9586 k−23 0.5976
k24 0.3745 k−24 1.0478
k25 1.0276 k−25 4.1887
kRB 0.7535
d 0.6401
Model parameters are dimensional, taking SI units arising from standard
mass action kinetics.
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